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Let p be a fixed prime number. By a p-extension of fields, we under-
stand a Galois extension with pro-p Galois group. If k is a number field,
let k `. be the maximal unramified p-extension of k s k 0., and put
 `. .   i.4  . 0.G s Gal k rk . Let G be the closed derived series of G s G .k k iG 0 k k
For i G 0, the fixed field k  iq1. corresponding to G iq1. is the Hilbertk
 i.  `..p-class field of k , and this sequence of fields whose compositum is k
 .  .is called the Hilbert p-class field tower of k. Let r k , respectively n k ,
denote the p-rank of the ideal class group, respectively unit group, of a
 .number field k. We will call r k the ``p-class rank'' of k. In 1964, Golod
and Shafarevich established for the first time the existence of infinite
 .   .p-class field towers. Their criterion is as follows: if r k G 2 q 2 n k q
.1r21 , then G is infinite.k
A few years ago, Stark asked whether the p-class rank of the layers in an
infinite p-class field tower tends to infinity. That this should be the case is
a consequence of a conjecture of Fontaine and Mazur, as we will explain
below. Thus, unramified p-extensions behave somewhat differently from
p-ramified p-extensions, such as Z -extensions, where the growth of p-classp
ranks is bounded whenever the Iwasawa m invariant of the Z -extensionp
vanishes. In this paper, we investigate Stark's question and some refine-
ments of it.
 .   . .1r2THEOREM A. If r k G 2 q 2 n k q 1 , then the p-class ranks
 m..r k tend to infinity with m.
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This is an immediate consequence of two well-known results in pro-p
group theory which, for the reader's convenience, we recall in Section 1. In
Section 2, we explain the connection between Stark's question and the
Fontaine]Mazur conjecture. In Section 3, we consider various questions
concerning the rate of growth of p-class ranks in unramified p-extensions,
and continue this investigation in Section 4 where an adaptation of an idea
w xof Iwasawa Iw2 is used to prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM B. 1 Gi¨ en a positi¨ e integer t, there exist a number of field k9
and an infinite unramified p-extension K 9rk9 such that for e¨ery finite
w xsubextension k9 ; F9 ; K 9 with relati¨ e degree m s F9 : k9 , we ha¨e
mt q 1 F r F9 F m r k9 y 1 q 1. .  . .
 .  .2 Let p s 2. Gi¨ en e ) 0, there exists a triple t, k9, K 9 , satisfying thee
 .   . .conditions of 1 and such that r k9 y 1 rt - 1 q e . In other words, for
each e ) 0, there exists an infinite unramified 2-extension K 9rk9 whose
intermediate fields F9 of degree m satisfy
m r F9 y 1 .
- F m.
1 q e r k9 y 1 .
The upper bound for the p-class rank in these towers comes from a
w x  w x.sharpening of an inequality of Iwasawa Iw2 see also Cornell C . We
show that this improved bound is sharp, at least in some cases. Finally, in
Section 5, we examine an interesting application of the towers constructed
in Section 4 to a question related to the Brauer]Siegel theorem.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Analytic Pro-p Groups
 .Let G be a topologically finitely generated pro-p group. Define its
 .  .generator rank h G and relation rank h G by1 2
h G s dim H i G, ZrpZ G acts trivially , i s 1, 2. .  .  .i Z r pZ
 .The terminology is justified by the fact that h G is the minimal number1
 .  .of topological generators for G, and that h G is the least number of2
  . .relations among h G generators required for defining G as a pro-p1
 w x.  .  ab.group cf. K2 . By the Burnside basis theorem, h G s h G where1 1
Gab is the maximal abelian quotient of G.
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w xLubotzky and Mann LM prove that the quantities
<rk G s lim sup h H H is an open subgroup of G , 4 .  .1
<rk G s lim sup h H H is an open normal subgroup of G , 4 .  .N 1
<rk G s lim inf h H H is an open normal subgroup of G , 4 .  .1N
 .coincide; we call this common value rk G , the Prufer rank of G. RecallÈ
 .that a topological group is called p-adic analytic or a p-adic Lie group if it
has the structure of a p-adic analytic manifold and the group operations
are given by p-adic analytic mappings. A finitely generated pro-p group is
 .p-adic analytic if and only if it embeds in some linear group GL Qn p
w xLu3 ; all finite p-groups are p-adic analytic. Lubotzky and Mann's charac-
terization of p-adic analytic pro-p groups, extending the work of Lazard
w x  w x.La , is as follows see also DDMS .
 .THEOREM 1 Lubotzky]Mann . A finitely generated pro-p group G has
finite Prufer rank if and only if G is a p-adic analytic pro-p group.È
w xProof. See LM; DDMS, Corollary 4.5 .
1.2. Golod]Shafare¨ ich
 .Suppose k is a number field with signature r , r ; this means that k1 2
 .has r real and r complex conjugate pairs of complex embeddings. Let1 2
d s 1 if k contains a primitive pth root of unity, and d s 0 otherwise.k k
 .The p-rank of the unit group of k is n k s r q r q d y 1.1 2 k
w xThe proof of Golod and Shafarevich GS , establishing for the first time
the existence of infinite p-class field towers, rests on two estimates: one
arithmetic, the other group-theoretic. The arithmetic estimate is the fol-
w x  w xlowing result due to Shafarevich Sh Serre Se gave a simpler proof based
w x .on Iw1 for the case of finite G .k
 .THEOREM 2 Shafarevich . For any number field k,
0 F h G y h G F n k . .  .  .2 k 1 k
Remark. The upper estimate is the difficult one; the lower estimate is
due to the fact that G has finite abelianization.k
The group theoretic estimate, in a strengthened form due to GaschutzÈ
and Vinberg, says that if G is a finite p-group, then
2h G .1
h G ) . .2 4
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 .Putting these estimates together, we see that G is infinite if r k G 2 qk
  . .1r22 n k q 1 . Let us say that a number field k ``passes the
 .  .Golod]Shafarevich test'' if r k G g k , where
1r2
g k s 2 q 2 n k q 1 .  . .
is the ``Golod]Shafarevich number'' of k.
Subsequently, the VinbergrGaschutz version of the Golod]ShafarevichÈ
inequality has been refined and shown to apply to many classes of groups
 w x w xsee Wilson W , Wilson and Zelmanov WZ , and Lubotzky and Shalev
w x. w x w xLS . For instance, various authors, including Koch K1 , Lubotzky Lu2 ,
w xand Wilson W , have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Suppose G is a p-adic analytic pro-p group with minimal
resolution
1 ª R ª F ª G ª 1,
  . .where F is a free pro-p group on h G generators , and that R ; F where1 m
 < 4  w x.F n s 1, 2, . . . is the Zassenhaus filtration of F see K 2, Sect. 7 . Ifn
 .h G ) 1, then1
m my1h G m y 1 .  .1
h G G , .2 mm
 .  .with equality if and only if h G s 2, h G s 1, m s 2.1 2
w xProof. See Lu2, Proposition 1.3 .
 .COROLLARY 4. Suppose G is a p-adic analytic pro-p group, with h G )1
 .1, h G ) 1. Then2
2h G .1
h G ) . .2 4
Proof. Use the theorem with m s 2, since for any minimal resolution,
w xR ; F . See also Serre Se, p. 283 .2
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A
In this section, we answer some cases of Stark's question by first relating
 .it to very special cases of a conjecture of Fontaine and Mazur regarding
w x``geometric'' p-adic Galois representations FM .
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 .Conjecture 1 Fontaine]Mazur . For any number field k, G has nok
infinite p-adic analytic quotient.
In particular, we have
Conjecture 2. Suppose k has an infinite p-class field tower. Then
 .a G is not p-adic analytic;k
 .b if k ; k ; k ; ??? is a tower of distinct finite unramified p-1 2
 .extensions of k, then r k tends to infinity;i
 .  m..c r k tends to infinity.
LEMMA 5. For a number field k with infinite p-class field tower, condi-
 .  .  .tions a , b , and c of Conjecture 2 are equi¨ alent.
Proof. If k ; k ; k ; ??? is a tower of distinct finite unramified1 2
 `. .p-extensions of k, and H s Gal k rk s G is the corresponding chaini i k i
 .  .of open normal subgroups of G , the sequence r k s h H is boundedk i 1 i
 .  .if and only if G has finite Prufer rank, hence by Theorem 1, a and bÈk
 .  .  .are equivalent. Clearly, b implies c ; conversely, if c holds, then G hask
infinite Prufer rank, so again we are done by Theorem 1.È
When we combine Theorems 2 and 3 with Lemma 5, we obtain Theorem
A, which has also been obtained by N. Boston.
THEOREM 6. Suppose k is a number field possessing a finite unramified
 .  .p-extension k9 such that r k9 G g k9 . Let F be any finite unramified
p-extension of k. Then Conjecture 2 holds for F.
Proof. Assume G is p-adic analytic; since the category of p-adicF
analytic pro-p groups is closed under subgroups and extensions, we must
 .  .have that G is also p-adic analytic. By Theorem 2, h G G h G , andk 9 2 k 9 1 k 9
 .  .since G is infinite, h G ) 1. Now Corollary 4 gives h G )k 9 1 k 9 2 k 9
 .2h G r4. We obtain a contradiction to the upper bound in Theorem 2 by1 k 9
 .  .  .  .noting that h G s r k9 G g k9 . This proves that Conjecture 2 a1 k 9
holds for F, so we are done by Lemma 5.
Recall that the root discriminant of a number field of discriminant D
< <1r nand degree n is D .
COROLLARY 7. There exist number fields with fixed root discriminant and
’  . .arbitrarily large p-class rank. For example, with k s Q cos 2pr11 , y 46
and p s 2, the sequence of fields k 1., k 2., . . . , has constant root discriminant
approximately 92.37 and unbounded 2-class rank.
Proof. This is clear because the root discriminant is unchanged in
w xunramified extensions. The example is due to Martinet M who shows
’ .  .using Lemma 15 that the unramified quadratic extension k9 s k 2
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 .  .satisfies r k9 G 9 s g k9 , hence the theorem applies. This field k has
minimal root discriminant among currently known examples of totally
complex fields with infinite class field tower.
Boston has noted the following consequence of the Fontaine]Mazur
Conjecture.
COROLLARY 8. Let k, k9, F be as in the theorem. If p s 2, assume in
addition that the 2-primary component of the ideal class group of F is not
elementary. Then there exists an unramified cyclic degree p extension L of F 1.,
 .  1. .Galois o¨er F, such that the exponents of Gal LrF and Gal F rF are
equal.
Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that G is not ``powerful'' inF
w x w xthe sense of LM ; see Boston B, p. 291 where p is assumed to be odd.
For the case p s 2, our additional assumption ensures that Boston's
argument carries through essentially unchanged.
Remarks.
 .1 Suppose S is a finite set of places of k, and define G sk , S
 `. . `.Gal k rk where k is the maximal unramified p-extension of k inS S
which S splits completely. If the p-rank of the S-class group of k,
 .  .r k, S s h G , satisfies1 k , S
1r2< <r k , S G g k , S s 2 q 2 n k q S q 1 , .  .  . .
then G is a quotient of G with infinite Prufer rank. Although this doesÈk , S k
confirm Conjecture 1 for a limited number of proper infinite quotients of
G , the method of proof would not seem capable of providing muchk
information about other infinite quotients of G . For instance, if T is a setk
of places of k containing all primes of k above p, and G is the Galoisk , T
group over k of its maximal unramified-outside-T p-extension, then it is
 .  .2often the case that h G - h G r4, so that G is not p-adic2 k , T 1 k , T k , T
analytic; however, Z -extensions of k provide clear examples of infinitep
p-adic analytic quotients of G .k , T
 .2 Since the extension of a p-adic analytic group by another is again
p-adic analytic, quotients of G by finite normal subgroups are not p-adick
analytic as long as G is not; this brings up the question: If G is infinite, isk k
it necessarily torsion-free? Kisilevsky has pointed out that, thanks to
Zelmanov's solution of the restricted Burnside problem, we can at least
conclude in this case that G has elements of infinite order, and in factk
more is true if k passes a strong form of the Golod]Shafarevich test, as we
 .will see below see Corollary 11 .
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 .  .  . 3 Whenever an upper bound for h G y h G such as Theorem2 k 1 k
. 2 is combined with the KochrVinbergrGaschutz inequality Theorem 3È
.for finite p-groups applied to G , we conclude that G is not p-adick k
analytic, because as we already saw, for example, in the proof of Theorem
.6 the inequality of Theorem 3 is strict in applications of this kind, owing
 .  .to h G G h G ) 1.2 k 1 k
 .4 For example, consider the following remarkable result of Wing-
w x  .berg Wi : if the p-class rank of the cyclotomic field Q z is at least 3, andp
if the class number of its maximal real subfield is not divisible by p the
.  .Kummer]Vandiver Conjecture holds for p , then Q z has an infinitep
   .. .p-class field tower in some cases, even r Q z s 2 will suffice . Wing-p
berg first obtains a substantial improvement to the upper bound in
Theorem 2 for certain CM-fields k, then applies the KochrVinbergr
Gaschutz inequality. For instance, he shows that if the Kummer]VandiverÈ
 .  .Conjecture holds for p, then h G s h G , i.e., this group is2 Q z . 1 Q z .p p
 .closed has trivial Schur multiplier . As a concrete example, Wingberg
 .  .proves that k s Q z which has 157-class rank 2 has an infinite157
157-class field tower; by the remarks above, we can conclude immediately
 m..from his proof that G is not 157-adic analytic, and that r k ª `.k
 .5 Finally, consider the following statement which is a sort of con-
 .  .verse to the Golod]Shafarevich criterion: if r k is much less than g k ,
then the p-class field tower of k is finite. If such a statement were true,
then Conjecture 2 would follow immediately. However, Wingberg's results
show emphatically that this is not the case.
3. GROWTH FUNCTIONS
As mentioned earlier, essentially the only tool we have for checking the
infinitude of the p-class field tower of a number field k is the
Golod]Shafarevich test and refinements of it if we have additional data
.about the minimal presentation of G . In particular, we do not currentlyk
have an effective procedure for determining whether the p-class field
tower of a given number field is finite or infinite. It is natural to wonder
whether Golod]Shafarevich techniques suffice for devising such a proce-
dure. As a coarse interpretation of this question, consider
QUESTION 1. Suppose k is a number field with infinite p-class field
tower.
 . `.a Does there exist an intermediate number field k ; F ; k such
that F passes the Golod]Shafarevich test?
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 .b If so, is it possible to find an effective upper bound for the degree
 .of the smallest F satisfying a ?
Here is an anecdotal example with p s 2. By studying the Zassenhaus
w xfiltration of G and applying Theorem 3, Koch K1 has found an infinitek
family of complex quadratic fields k with infinite 2-tower such that
 .  . w xr k s 3 - g k s 5. In H , it is shown that these k admit an unramified
 .2, 2 extension F which passes the Golod]Shafarevich test.
 .If the answer to a is always ``yes,'' then we would have a proof of
 . Conjecture 2. If the answer to b is also positive, then we would have at
.least in principle an effective method for determining whether or not a
given number field has an infinite or finite p-class field tower. It should
prove interesting, therefore, to investigate the rate at which the p-class
ranks grow in unramified p-towers.
With this in mind, consider, for a finitely generated pro-p group G,
growth functions a , b defined byn n
<a G s max h H H is a subgroup of G with index n , 4 .  .n 1
<b G s min h H H is a subgroup of G with index n . 4 .  .n 1
 .We have seen that G is p-adic analytic if and only if a G is bounded. Atn
the other extreme, free pro-p groups have linear a and b .n n
LEMMA 9. Let H be a subgroup of finite index n in a finitely generated
pro-p group G. Then we ha¨e the ``Schreier inequality''
h H F n h G y 1 q 1. .  . .1 1
Moreo¨er, the abo¨e inequality is an equality for all H if and only if G is a free
pro-p group.
w x w xProof. See Wilson W, Lemma 2 and Lubotzky Lu2 .
Although we will show below that there are number fields k for which
 .G has linear growth similar to that of a free pro-p group , it remainsk
 .  .difficult to formulate a precise conjecture as to how a G , b G shouldn n
behave in general, when G is the Galois group of an unramified p-exten-
sion. In the first place, even though groups with ``extremal'' growth
properties p-adic analytic groups at one extreme, and free pro-p groups at
.the other are well-understood, only recently has there been progress
made on what kind of ``intermediate'' growth is possible. For example,
w xLubotzky and Shalev LS have constructed finitely generated pro-p groups
 . G with the following properties: a G approaches infinity slowly at mostn
.logarithmically , and G satisfies a slightly weakened form of the
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Golod]Shafarevich inequality. Their examples are called L-perfect, a
subclass of L-analytic groups, where L is a complete local noetherian ring.
In connection with Question 1, it would be useful to characterize all
finitely generated pro-p groups which satisfy the Golod]Shafarevich in-
w xequality. A recent result of Wilson and Zelmanov WZ in this direction
has an interesting consequence for Question 1.
 .THEOREM 10 Wilson]Zelmanov . Suppose G is a finitely generated
pro-p group such that the free discrete group of rank 2 does not imbed in G.
Then
1r2
a G F 2 q 2 n h G y h G q 1 4 .  .  . .n 2 1
for all n.
 .  .COROLLARY 11. If k is a number field with r k ) g k , then the free
discrete group of rank 2 imbeds in G , and G is not L-perfect, in the sense ofk k
w xLS .
 .  .2Proof. If G were L-perfect, then we would have h G G h G r4k 2 k 1 k
w xby LS . This inequality also holds under the assumption that the free
discrete group of rank 2 does not imbed in G , as is easily seen by puttingk
 .  .n s 1 in the above theorem. The assumption r k ) g k leads to a
contradiction, thanks to Theorem 2.
We are therefore led to a question similar to the Fontaine]Mazur
conjecture:
 .Conjecture 3. The free discrete group of rank 2 imbeds in Gal Krk
whenever K is an infinite unramified p-extension of a number field k.
If this conjecture were false, then probably Question 1 must also be
answered in the negative. For example,
 .COROLLARY 12. Suppose k is a number field with signature r , r such1 2
 .  .that h G y h G F r q r y 2. If the free discrete group of rank 2 does2 k 1 k 1 2
not imbed in G , then e¨ery finite unramified p-extension of k fails thek
Golod]Shafare¨ ich test.
Proof. If F is an unramified p-extension of k with relative degree n,
then by Theorem 10,
1r2
r F F 2 q 2 n h G y h G q 1 4 .  .  . .2 k 1 k
1r2F 2 q 2 n r q r y 1 4 .1 2
1r2
- 2 q 2 n r q r F g F , 4 .  .1 2
hence F fails the Golod]Shafarevich test.
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Remarks.
 .  .  .1 Note that by Theorem 2, we always have h G y h G F r q r .2 k 1 k 1 2
By Wingberg's results quoted above, examples of k satisfying the condi-
tions of Corollary 12 include the field of pth roots of unity, if p ) 3
satisfies the Kummer]Vandiver conjecture. For example, if the free dis-
crete group of rank 2 does not imbed in the Galois group of the maximal
 .unramified 157-extension of Q z , then the answer to Question 1 is157
``no.''
 . w x2 By a result of Tits T , a linear group in characteristic 0 either has
 .a discrete non-abelian free subgroup or it has a solvable subgroup of
finite index. If G is the Galois group of an infinite unramified p-extension,
then G is not solvable. Consequently, a counterexample to Conjecture 1
would have to satisfy Conjecture 3.
Before giving, in the next section, examples of Galois groups with fast
growth, we record here a slight improvement of an inequality of Iwasawa,
and show that this improvement is sharp.
LEMMA 13. Suppose F is an unramified p-extension of k of relati¨ e degree
n. Then
r F F n r k y 1 q 1. .  . .
Proof. Apply Lemma 9 to the subgroup G of G .F k
w xFollowing Mann Ma , we say that a pro-p group G is moderate if for all
subgroups of finite index H ; H ; G with H having index p in H , we1 1
have
h H - p h H y 1 q 1, .  . .1 1 1
i.e., the Schreier inequality is always strict. Moderate pro-p groups are
w xp-adic analytic Ma .
LEMMA 14. If k is a number field such that G is not p-adic analytic0 k 0
  .  ..for instance r k G g k , then there are infinitely many degree p exten-0 0
`. w xsions Frk such that k ; k ; F ; k , with k : k finite and0 0
r F s p r k y 1 q 1. .  . .
Proof. The existence of one such Frk is due to the fact that moderate
pro-p groups are p-adic analytic; to get infinitely many of them, we simply
base change from k to F.0
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Remark. Iwasawa proved, under the assumption of Lemma 13, that
 .  .  w w x.r F F nr k see Iw2, C . As a consequence of Lemma 14, the inequal-
ity of Lemma 13 is sharp, at least for n s p. Moreover, it is possible to
construct explicit unramified p-extensions Frk for which equality holds in
w xLemma 13. For instance, here is a family of examples, with p s 2 s F : k ,
for which the inequality of the lemma is an equality. Suppose a is the
product of m distinct primes l , . . . , l satisfying1 m
l ' 1 mod 8, i s 1, . . . , m.i
’ ’ .  .Let k s Q y a , F s k y 1 . Clearly Frk is a quadratic unramified
 .  .extension. By genus theory, r k s m hence the lemma gives r F F
 w x2m y 1, but it is easy to see using Louboutin Lo, Corollary 10 for
.  .instance that r F s 2m y 1.
4. A CONSTRUCTION
The main goal of this section is to construct number fields k9 such that
 .a G is bounded below by an explicit linear function of n. The idean k 9
behind the construction is to compose an infinite unramified p-extension
Krk, in which certain places of k split completely, with a cyclic degree p
extension k9 of k in which the same places ramify. Applications of a
w xsimilar idea for Z -extensions are to be found in Iw2, Wa .p
Classical genus theory shows that if many primes ramify in a quadratic
extension of Q, then the 2-rank of the ideal class group of this extension is
large. More generally,
LEMMA 15. Suppose k9 is a cyclic degree p extension of a number field k.
 .Let s be the number of finite and infinite places of k which ramify in k9.
 .   . .Then r k9 G s y n k q 1 .
w x w xProof. See Martinet M or Cornell and Rosen CR .
HYPOTHESES 1. Suppose k is a number field that contains a primitive
 .pth root of unity this makes the formulas simpler . Assume there is a
 . < <  .finite set S of places of k with the following properties: 1 t s S y n k
 .is positive; 2 k admits an infinite unramified p-extension K in which the
 .places in S split completely, and 3 there is a cyclic degree p extension k9
over k such that the places in S ramify in k9. Let K 9 s Kk9. Consider an
arbitrary nested sequence
k9 s FX ; FX ; FX 2 ; ??? ; K 91 p p
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w X xof subfields of K 9 satisfying F : k9 s m for m a power of p. Letm
F s FX l K be the corresponding sequence of subfields of K.m m
LEMMA 16. With notation and hypotheses as abo¨e, we ha¨e for m G 1,
r FX G mt y 1. .m
 X .In particular, r F approaches infinity, hence G is not p-adic analytic.m k 9
< <  . XProof. At least m S primes of F those above S ramify in F . Bym m
 X . < <   . .  .  .Lemma 15, r F G m S y n F q 1 . But n F s mn k , and thism m m
 X .gives the inequality we seek. Since by assumption, t ) 0, we have r F ªm
` as m ª `.
 X .In addition to providing an upper bound for r F , Lemma 13 will allowm
a small improvement in the lower bound of Lemma 16.
THEOREM 17. With assumptions and notation as in Hypotheses 1, we ha¨e
for m G 1,
mt q 1 F r FX F m r k9 y 1 q 1. .  . .m
Proof. The upper bound is immediate from Lemma 13. To prove the
improved lower bound, combine Lemma 13 applied to the extension
FX rFX with Lemma 16:m n m
mnt y 1 F r FX F n r FX y 1 q 1. .  . .m n m
Rearranging terms, we have
2
Xmt y q 1 F r F , .mn
so we are done once we take n ) 2.
COROLLARY 18. With assumptions and notation as in Hypotheses 1, we
ha¨e for m G 1,
mt q 1 F a G F m h G y 1 q 1. .  . .m k 9 1 k 9
Proof. This is clear.
We will now prove Theorem B, which will show that even though G isk 9
 .not free it has finite abelianization , its growth can be quite similar to that
of a free group.
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Proof of Theorem B.
 .1 Thanks to Theorem 17, we need only show that given an integer t,
we can find number fields k, k9, K satisfying Hypotheses 1. Let k be any0
number field that contains a primitive pth root of unity. Choose an integer
 .   . .1r2r G 3 q n k q 2 t q 2 pn k q 2 . Choose an algebraic integer b0 0 0
 .g k such that b is the product of at least r distinct prime ideals, and0 0
 1r p.  .put k s k b . Now choose an algebraic integer b g k such that b is0 0
 .the product of t q n k distinct principal prime ideals, and put k9 s
 1r p.   .4k b , S s prime divisors of b . By Lemma 15 and the remarks of
Section 2, there exists an infinite unramified p-extension Krk in which S
splits completely, hence k, k9, t, S, K, K 9 s Kk9 satisfy all requirements set
forth in Hypotheses 1.
 .   . .2 If we define a s r k9 y 1 rt, then it suffices to find examples
with a arbitrarily close to 1. Here is one way to construct such examples;
the main idea is to take advantage of the fact that for p s 2, infinite
primes may ramify in k9rk. For a positive integer r, let n be the least
 .1r2integer greater than or equal to 3 q 2 2 r q 4 . Choose n distinct
primes p , . . . , p congruent to 1 modulo 4 and let k be a real quadratic1 n
field with discriminant p . . . p . Choose r primes q , . . . , q which split1 n 1 r’ .completely in the field L y 1 , where L is the Hilbert class field of k.
There are infinitely many choices for such primes, thanks to the Cebotarev
 .density theorem. Choose a prime q ' 3 mod 4 which is inert in k. Then0
there exists a complex quadratic field k with discriminant yq q . . . q ,1 0 1 r
and we let k9 s kk , which is unramified over its remaining quadratic1
subfield k . Let S be the set of places of k that ramify in k9, and K s k `.2 S
the maximal unramified pro-p extension of k in which S splits completely.
Using Remark 1 following Corollary 8, it is easy to see that we have
satisfied all requirements of Hypotheses 1 with p s 2, t s 2 r q 1. Since
 .  .  .r k s n q r, Lemma 13 implies that r k9 F 2 n q r y 1 q 1, hence2
1r22n y 3 5 q 4 2 r q 4 .
a F 1 q F 1 q .
2 r q 1 2 r q 1
By letting r approach infinity, we see that we can make a as close to 1 as
we please.
Remark. It is conceivable for instance by taking r large in the above
.construction , that there exist extensions satisfying the conditions of Hy-
potheses 1 with p s 2 and a s 1. Note that for such examples one would
have an exact formula for the 2-class rank of all finite subextensions of
K 9rk9.
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5. BRAUER]SIEGEL
 wIt is not difficult to establish using a lemma of Brauer, cf. Lang L,
x.Chap. 16, Lemma 2 the rough upper bound
c
< <r F - log D , 1 .  .Flog p
where c is a small positive absolute constant, and D is the discriminantF
of a number field F / Q. We may replace crlog p by C s crlog 2 to get
a bound independent of p. Siman Wong has asked to what extent the
above bound may be improved. The examples we constructed above show
 .that 1 is not as crude as one might guess; indeed, successive steps in any
< <one of these towers form a sequence of number fields with D ª ` suchF 9
that
< <r F9 ) C9 log D , . F 9
where C9 is a positive constant. We will give an explicit example with
p s 2 and C9 f 0.07. It would be very interesting to find examples with C9
 .y1  .y1 close to 2 log p . For instance, an example with C9 G 2 log p if one
.exists would show that the hypothesis in the Brauer]Siegel theorem,
requiring that the root discriminant of the fields in question tend to
infinity, is not superfluous.
5.1. Explicit Examples
 . Let p s 2. Suppose a resp. yb is the discriminant of a real resp.
.complex quadratic field. Let t be the number of distinct prime divisors of
’ ’ .  .b. Let k s Q a , k9 s k y b . Assume that every prime divisor of b is
 .  .1r2 `.inert in k and that r k G 2 q 2 t q 3 . Let K s k where S is theS
 .set consisting of the infinite primes of k and the inert primes above the
prime divisors of b. Then we are in the situation of Hypotheses 1.
For example, we can take
a s 8 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 13 ? 17 ? 19 ? 23, b s 3, t s 1.
w x  .One checks using Lo, Corollary 10 that r k9 s 9, hence, with notation
as in Hypotheses 1,
m q 1 F r FX F 8m q 1. .m
< < < < mXSince D s D , we also deduceF k 9m
< < X < <X XC9 log D - r F F 8C9 log D q 1, .F m Fm m
 2 2 .where C9 s 1rlog a b f 0.0242 . . . and 8C9 f 0.1940 . . . .
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As another example, take a to be 8 times the product of all odd primes
up to and including 43. Let b s 47 ? 53 ??? 239 be the product of all primes
’ .between 47 and 239 which are inert in Q a . Then t s 22 and
< < X < <X XC9 log D - r F F r k9 y 1 C9 log D q 1, .  . .F m Fm m
 2 2 .   . .where C9 s 22rlog a b f 0.0763 . . . and r k9 y 1 C9 G 3.1311.
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